just imagine...
How do we prepare our children for the new millennium?
The new millennium will present us with discoveries and new thinking that will amaze our time. Things will change at lightning speed. So it's inevitable to ask, if traditional skills will make sense in this future? And how we prepare for it?

Albert Einstein once stated: "Imagination is more important than knowledge". We couldn't agree more. It's important to develop the ability to imagine.

**Imagination holds the key to the future**

It's curiosity, excitement, concentration, pride, and joy that stimulate children and keep them active and alert. And these emotions are also the foundation for creative thinking.

Just like Einstein needed formulas to express his thoughts, children need materials to convey theirs. With LEGO® products children can not only learn to express their thoughts and emotions but also how to use their imaginations.

**Create and learn**

Our ambition is to give children the materials they need to become the visionaries of the future. The very idea of LEGO products is to provide children with opportunities to be creative and inspire them to approach problems with confidence and enthusiasm.

As we enter the new millennium, we also embrace new technologies allowing children to understand even complicated technology and become creative masters of it. It's all part of growing up to become inquisitive and confident adults.

We hope that you and the children you care about will share our ambition.
Babies develop at a faster rate in the first two years than at any other time of their lives. With this in mind, all LEGO® Baby toys have been carefully designed - the shapes, colours, sounds, sizes and the many possible combinations. LEGO BABY is a range of fun, stimulating and safe toys that grow with your child.

NEW

2514 Activity Friends.
Friendly faces, different sounds and bright colours call for attention. Each part of the toy has different sections to stimulate your baby. From birth.

2117 Soft Activity Centre.
A soft activity centre with lots of BABY elements to create new surprises to keep your baby happy and stimulated. The Activity Centre can be hung or used on the floor. From birth.

NEW

2468 My First Rattle.
By listening, looking and turning the rattle your baby can be stimulated to develop their senses and motor skills. From birth.
the most important...

Rattle

I am coming to get you!

2517 Rattle Friends.
are soft to the touch and colourful for your baby to investigate.
It comes with 2 rattle elements that all fit snugly into small hands.
From birth.

NEW

2000 Sally Starfish.
A brightly coloured teether ideal for chewing but also great to hold.
Sally is red and yellow which are very visible primary colours for your baby to see and learn to recognise.
From 3 months.

NEW

2503 Musical Apple.
Press the worm into the apple and it plays a harmonic tune as the worm slowly comes out of the apple again.
As your baby learns to crawl the apple can be used as a stimulus for baby.
From birth.

I can see you!

NEW products available from January
Gaining confidence can

Look, I am fishing

2030 Freddie Frog.
A great little set which can be used at bath time or during any water play activity. The friendly looking frog is fun to look at and great for those little hands to investigate. When you press the top of Freddie's head he will wink and squirt water at you. From 6 months.

2031 Toby Turtle and Friend.
Toby and Friend are fun to play with in or out of the water. Toby floats and for extra entertainment as water is gently poured on top of him he will move forward in the water. From 6 months.

2046 Let's Go Fishing.
Going fishing while having a bath or when your baby is involved with water activity can help develop their co-ordination skills as well as being lots of fun. From 6 months.

Most babies enjoy water, whether it is in the bath or splashing around in a pool. It is also fun to bring some friends along and discover how different they behave on land and in water. Once splash time is over it is great to cuddle up on mum's lap and listen to a story. Playing with LEGO® BABY toys can give babies the confidence they need to try out new things.

NEW

2107 Big Value Set.
A great value set which will inspire your child to create. This set includes the new arched element. From 9 months.

NEW New products available from January
open new doors...

2071
Play Plane.
With spinning propeller and pilot.
From 6 months.

2522
NEW
Play a Story. Use this book to create your own stories and with BABY elements included, the story can be acted out as well. From 3 months.

2001
Three-In-One.
Three colourful toys to stimulate touch, sight and sound. Walter Walrus rattle, Sammy teether is great to chew on and the pliable tree is great fun in your baby’s hands. Stacking can also take place as with all BABY products the three-in-one elements can be fitted together. From 3 months.

www.LEGO.com/baby
Small hands love to build and even more to knock down...

To stack the brightly coloured bricks and then knock them down over and over again is great fun and a great exercise for developing those co-ordination and motor skills.

2076 Play House.
With this fun house your child can play hide and seek and begin to role play as they learn to stack the elements and put little Timmy to bed. From 9 months.

2099 LEGO BABY Fun Sorter.
A real challenge for little brains. With your help your child can stack things high to knock them down again as well as learn how to fit the different shapes into the different holes. The set also includes a baseplate. An ideal toy which encourages the use of lots of basic skills. From 8 months.

2013 Fun Train.
A great train which includes Timmy and friends and a number of brightly coloured elements some of which rattle. All these elements can be stacked on board the fun train for added play value. From 6 months.

2010 Toddler Truck.
A brightly coloured walker truck which will help give your child confidence when taking those all important first steps. The stacking blocks broaden the appeal of the set and add to the play value. From 9 months.
When your baby feels confident with the LEGO® BABY bricks, it is time for new challenges. With these new LEGO DUPLO building sets your child will be able to create some happy little creatures by just putting two or three elements together. Motor skills and imagination develop simultaneously, and the experience of instant success will encourage your child to do more.
Watch the imagination grow...

The first and best experience with the LEGO® DUPLO bricks is to build tall and long, to build an enormous tower and watch it topple over. Soon your child will want to make more imaginative creations that resemble things they see around them, such as a car, a house, an animal or a train. Playing with these LEGO DUPLO sets will encourage your child to develop their story telling thereby helping their linguistic skills develop.

2588
Safari Building Set.
Your child can build lots of animal friends for the hippos and the giraffe out of all the elements in this set. From 18 months.

2284
Brick Runner 1.
From 18 months.

2253
Big Tubular Playtime.
A great set containing lots of tubes that click together, balls for rolling down the tubes and a quantity of brightly coloured DUPLO bricks to stimulate and excite your child. From 2 years.

2222
Tublar Fun.
Have lots of fun clicking the tubular elements together. From 2 years.

2751
Egg Fun.
Each egg contains a collection of pocket money DUPLO elements. There are 4 different eggs to collect. From 18 months.

NEW New products available from January
2304 Large Green Building Plate. (38 x 38 cm).
From 18 months

2198 3 Building Plates.
From 2 years

2814 Big Wheels Road Works Set.
The big wheels and chunky vehicles with light and sound effects will trigger any toddler’s imagination and develop their role play skills. From 2 years.

2807 Big Wheels Digger.
Wow, it’s just like the real thing. Your toddler can have some real fun with this new big wheeled digger. Once constructed role play can begin. From 2 years.

2808 Big Wheels Tipper Truck.
This chunky big wheeled tipper truck can trigger your toddler’s creative building skills. Once constructed your toddler can then use this vehicle and accessories to mirror the world around him. This tipper truck comes complete with light and sound effects. From 2 years.

2811 Emergency Centre with Light and Sound.
Complete with emergency crew and vehicles for land and air rescue. From 2 years.

2280 Brick Runner 2.
From 18 months.
2-6 years

Little Forest Friends

2833 Bluebell Girl and Friends
A lovely big collection of DUPLO elements with Bluebell Girl and her friends. Create some furniture for them or prepare a little party using the decorated food bricks. A fun little storybook is included for extra enjoyment. From 2 years.

2830 Snuffle Snail with Lolly and Baby Jelly Strawberry
The Strawberry Family are early risers, always busy collecting food. They are very helpful and look after Snuffle Snail, who is the local taxi. A fun little storybook is included for extra enjoyment. From 2 years.

2832 Jingle and Toot Bluebell with Buzzy Bee
The Bluebells don't really do much during the day, but when the sun sets and the other families go to sleep, they start singing and playing musical instruments and make a lot of noise! A fun little storybook is included for extra enjoyment. From 2 years.

2834 Little Forest Friends World
A peaceful sunny world where all the Little Forest Friends live. The Meadowsweet Family try and do as little as possible, except when Buzzy Bee brings visitors to spend the day. A fun little storybook is included for extra enjoyment. From 2 years.
Whether children know the stories of Winnie the Pooh and his friends or not, they will have great fun creating a whole new world for these fun little characters.

2982
Pooh's Birthday.
Winnie the Pooh has made delicious cake for his birthday party. Eeyore is the first guest to arrive. Your child is invited too, and can help build the best birthday party ever for Winnie the Pooh and his friends! From 2 years.

© Disney
friends with Winnie the Pooh

2985 A Playful Day with Pooh and Tigger.
Tigger just wants to play, all day long. Winnie the Pooh agrees, but ONLY if Tigger promises to build something with him. It can be anything! Let your child join in the fun too! From 2 years.

2984 Pooh and Piglet go Honey-Hunting.
Winnie the Pooh needs help getting some honey, without the bees noticing. Piglet can distract the bees with his balloon, or perhaps your child can help Winnie the Pooh made a bee trap! From 2 years.

2983 Pooh and Tigger play Hide and Seek.
Winnie the Pooh, where are you? Your child can help Winnie the Pooh hide from Tigger by building lots of different hiding places for a fun game of hide-n-seek. From 2 years.

2987 Welcome to the Hundred Acre Wood.
home of Winnie the Pooh, Piglet, Eeyore and Tigger. See where they live, play, hunt for honey, throw birthday parties and have all kinds of adventures. Let your child join in the fun too! From 2 years.

2990 Tigger’s Treehouse.
See Tigger having fun in his Treehouse down in Hundred Acre Wood as he tries to keep his balance going across the bridge to reach his friend Winnie. From 2 years.

2989 The Big Honeypot.
Big and chunky and full of DUPLO elements so that your child can build different worlds for Winnie the Pooh and his friends. A bridge for playing ‘Pooh-stick’, a tree to go honey-hunting and lots more make this set a real must. From 2 years.

2981 Pooh and his honeypot.
From 2 years.

NEW New products available from March
Who wants to play?

2697 Farm Animals.
From 2 years.

2864 Animal Kingdom.
From 2 years.

2866 Attraction Centre
with lots of wild animals,
children's play area and
a selection of DUPLO bricks
and decorated elements
to give your child the best
time yet. From 2 years.

2694 Play Farm.
From 2 years.

www.LEGO.com/duplo
From around 2 years of age there's nothing like toys that can perform at your own command - action/reaction play. The DUPLO train is made for that. Your child can design his own railway, build a little environment around it with other DUPLO sets and expand the train play as he grows.

2738
Play Train Bridge.
From 2 years.

2734
Straight Track.
From 2 years.

2735
Curved Track.
From 2 years.

2737
Diamond Crossing and Track Pack.
From 2 years.

2736
Points.
From 2 years.

2741
Electric Play Train Starter Set
runs on 3 x 1.5 volt batteries.
A great introduction to the world of trains.
From 3 years.

2745
Electric Deluxe Train Set
runs on 3 x 1.5 volt batteries.
A superb train set complete with station, staff and enough track to take your passengers on a very long journey. From 3 years.

2740
Level Crossing.
From 2 years.
Prince William wants so much to meet the beautiful Princess Rosa. Follow the story and see if it is a happy ending...

The Fairy Queen sends a messenger to the Princess

5808 The Fairytale Castle.
Let your dreams come true in this beautiful castle.
From 7 years.

5825 Fairy Queen's Magical Place.
From 6 years.

But Madam Tussa hears about it...

5804 Madam Tussa The Witch.
From 6 years.

...and tells the evil Queen
The Princess dreams about the wedding

5827 The Royal Coach
From 6 years

5826 The Queen's Chamber
From 6 years

She prepares her poisonous apples for Princess Rosa

New products available from January
LEGO Belville

From 5 years

2000

Who tells Prince William about the evil queen?

5823 The Fairy Bedroom. From 5 years.

The little fairy wakes up - gives a note to her friend.

5824 The Fairy's Castle. From 5 years.

5807 The Royal Stables. From 6 years.

Will Prince William get to Rosa in time to save her?

5805 Princess Rosa's Turret Room. From 6 years.

What will happen if Rosa eats the apples?

New products available from January
LONG LIVE IMAGINATION

NO RULES

I DID IT

NO LIMITS

GOOD FUN

LEGO basic

From 3 years
4223
Challenger Set 400 with motor
Go motor mad with this set which includes a battery motor to motorise those models. 5+

4221
Challenger Set 100
5+

LEGO basic
From 3 years
A whole new world of imagination starts in LEGO® City

When your child is getting to the age, where he is ready to explore the many adventures in the LEGO world, he can start with LEGO City. The models are specially created to fit his skills and his abilities.

With LEGO City, children get to use their imagination and at the same time learn about the world close at hand. And as they grow the bricks can be turned into whatever they can imagine.
ALARM, ALARM

WELL, THE FIRST FIRE IS OUT, BUT THE CAR NEEDS FIXING

6464 My Town. 5+

6432 Formula 1 Transporter. 5+

6467 Pit Stop. 5+

6423 Tow-Away Truck. 5+

New products available from January
HELP
HE'S STEALING THE FIRE BOAT

WE'LL GET HIM

NOW, OFF TO PRISON WITH YOU

6433
Police Harbour Patrol
5+

6429
Fire Patrol
5+

NEW
6478
Fire Fighters' HQ
5+

NEW
6477
Fire Fighters' Lift Truck
5+

6332
Police Headquarters
5+

6326
6 People
5+

6427
Road Signs
5+

6320
6321
6322
6323
From 6 years

Zinedine Zidane & LEGO®

ALL NEW
available from April

TRAINING COURSES:
You can change the football field into 5 different training courses for practising and improving your shooting skills.

www.LEGO.com/Football
3409 Championship Challenge.
Have the time of your life with this superb football game complete with players, ball and all the accessories. 6+

3402 Grandstand.
It's more fun to play for a crowd. So build some seats for your spectators and let them watch the game in comfort. 6+

3403 Fans Grandstand with Scoreboard.
6+

3410 Accessory Football Set.
6+

3408 Super Sport Coverage.
Get ready to get the best view of the game. 6+

3404-3407 Team Bus
The team bus comes in different colours with 5 players and an umpire. 6+

3486

3485

3484

3401 Shoot 'n' Score.
Be ready to practice penalties or shoot for goal with this handy set. 6+

COMPETITION:
Shoot for points against one of your friends.

With the enclosed labels you can dress up your own national team or another of your favourite teams. 3404 and 3406 are not available in UK.
Meet dragons, pirates, cowboys and indians.
More than 45 million LEGO® bricks, 55 activities
and exciting new attractions are waiting for you!

You can also visit LEGOLAND Windsor in England
or the new LEGOLAND California in USA.

LEGOLAND® Billund
is open daily
from 1 April until
29 October 2000.

www.LEGOLAND.com
From 6 years

6453 Space Port Mission Tracker. 6+

6459 Space Port Rocket Fuelling Team. 7+

6456 Space Port Shuttle Launch with light and 3 sounds. Requires 2 x 1.5v batteries. 8+

6455 Space Port Astronaut Training Centre. 7+

6454 Space Port Saturn I complete with light and 3 sounds. Requires 2 x 1.5v batteries. 7+

www.LEGO.com/spaceport
Attention all. Meteors are falling on the North Pole.

They have fallen - let's go!

Hey, there's something inside the meteor.

Calling Base... We have discovered another one!

Watch out for the big polar bear!
6575 Polar Base.
The base consists of four units: a weather station, first-aid station, meteor laboratory and a communication tower; all can be combined in different ways to create lots of play scenarios. 8+

ARCTIC

6586 Polar Scout
for picking up meteors. 6+

6579 Ice Surfer.
6+

6573 Arctic Expedition.
The arctic expedition is a huge snow-clearing vehicle on caterpillar tracks. It is capable of going anywhere and clears the road for many expeditions in the otherwise impassable terrain. The snow plough in front of the tracked vehicle can tip and the smaller robotic vehicle has a flexible crane arm for collecting meteors. 7+

6520 Mobile Outpost.
Inside the base is a fully equipped lab. If you take the full-track vehicle apart you can build a useful sleigh. 7+

www.LEGO.com/arctic
ROCK RAIDERS
From 6 years

4980
The Tunnel Transport.
With its powerful magnets it can lift vehicles off the ground. It can even divide into several smaller units for special underground missions. 8+

4920
The Rapid Rider. 6+

4970
The Chrome Crusher.
Using its light source you can make sure that you do not miss any of the stones hidden in those dark underground areas. 8+

www.LEGO.com/rockraiders
LEGO® ROCK RAIDERS FOR PC AND SONY PLAYSTATION

Now you can experience the Rock Raiders in full action. Join them on their dangerous missions!
This is the story of the King, his brave knights and the evil robber Chief who attempts to steal the treasure from the castle. The attack is about to begin. Who do you think will win?
The evil robbers are attacking the castle.

Oh no! The tower is falling!

...and ram the tower right into the oncoming robbers

The knights quickly use the bricks to build an attacking machine...

6094 Guarded Treasury
Protected by an axe-trap at the entrance. Possible intruders can be thrown into prison. 6+

6095 Royal Joust
The King is watching the joust from his throne. He is protected by falling axe traps - you have been warned! 7+

6026 King Leo.
6096 Bull's Attack
Follow the instructions or design your own machines. You will then be ready to attack and capture the Castle. 7+

6098 This castle is a fortress, it is well protected and has all kinds of weapons to ensure the King is kept safe. You can fool the enemy by moving the towers or rebuilding the castle, just in case they have a plan to steal the treasure. 8+

4806 Axe Cart.
6+ 6032 Catapult Crusher.
6+

www.LEGO.com/castle
Britain’s Most Popular Family Attraction*

Over 50 thrilling rides and attractions.
Call 08705 04 04 04 for further information, or visit our internet site www.LEGOLAND.com

Visit also the original LEGOLAND Billund in Denmark and the new LEGOLAND California in USA.

* For families with children aged 2 - 12 years
STAR WARS

Use the Force

Build and rebuild your own Star Wars Universe

Coming soon: The Millennium Falcon is on its way at lightspeed
7144 Boba Fett's Slave I™
The ultimate bounty hunter is on his way to Tatooine in the Slave I with Han Solo frozen in carbonite.

7111 Droid Fighter™
Trade Federation droid fighters engage Naboo fighters in blazing dogfights.

7134 A-wing Fighter™
The small, wedge-shaped ship continues to be the Rebel Alliance’s main interceptor fighter.

7104 Desert Skiff™
The sail barge escort vehicle where Luke Skywalker and Han Solo are forced to walk the plank over the Sarlacc Pit. 6+

7180 B-wing™ at Rebel Control Center
The Rebel's most powerful and heavily armed fighter is just about ready for the next attack. But you can improve on it if you like. 8+

7124 Flash Speeder™
The Naboo guard uses his electrobinoculars to search for Trade Federation forces.

7121 Naboo™ Swamp
The battle droids on their STAPs have trapped Qui-Gon Jinn and Jar Jar Binks in the swamp. Will they make it?

7101 Lightsaber Duel™
Racing in on his Sith Speeder, Darth Maul confronts Jedi Master Qui-Gon Jinn.

Available from January

CHECK OUT THE COOL NEW MODELS FROM 7 YEARS

© Lucasfilm Ltd. & TM. All rights reserved. • All Star Wars elements are property of Lucasfilm Ltd. and/or Lucas Licensing Ltd.
7161  Gungan™ Sub
Jar Jar Binks guides Qui-Gon Jinn and Obi-Wan Kenobi
Lempbo through the underwater world. 7+

7131  Anakin’s Podracer™
It takes nerves of steel to pilot a podracer. Can Anakin Skywalker win
the race of his life. 7+

7171  Mos Espa Podrace™
Pod racing is the most popular and most dangerous sport on Tatooine.
Anakin Skywalker is the only human to pilot a Podracer. 8+

7151  Sith Infiltrator™
Carries the sinister Sith Lord, Darth Maul. Open the rear hatch and out
flies Darth Maul on his Sith Speeder. 7+

7141  Naboo Fighter™
Sets out in an attempt to destroy the
Trade Federation’s droid control ship. 7+

See other Star Wars products on pages 42, 54-55 and 59.
STAR WARS™
From 6 years

7140 X-wing Fighter™
In his Red Five X-Wing Luke Skywalker and R2-D2 lead the attack on the Empire. You can place the wings in any position and change the starfighter for special missions. 7+

7128 Speeder Bikes™
Luke Skywalker is up against Imperial scout troopers, but fortunately he has his lightsaber. 7+

7150 Y-wing™ & TIE Fighter™
The Y-wing invades the Empire’s territory and Darth Vader mans his TIE fighter to stop the assault. You can change the fighters as the battle proceeds until you have a winner. 8+

7130 Snowspeeder™
In snowspeeders, Luke Skywalker and the Rebel Alliance can attack the Empire’s AT-AT walkers from all angles. 7+

7110 Landspeeder™
Obi-Wan Kenobi and Luke Skywalker speed across the desert planet of Tatooine to Obi-Wan’s House. 7+

See other Star Wars products on pages 40-41, 54-55 and 59.

www.LEGO.com/starwars
TRAINS

From 7 years

www.LEGO.com/trains

RADIO CONTROL

From 7 years

Radio Control Car. Our RC Car comes with instructions to change its design five times! Each time you change your car, you can control its speed and direction. You have the control! You are in the driving seat, so get driving. 7+

5600 Lego System
Go faster!

LEGO® RACERS

Speed through exciting LEGO Worlds, then challenge the fastest of them all, the ROCKET RACER and become the LEGO Racing Champion.

Available now

software
LEGO® ROCK RAIDERS

Danger underground!

Take control of the Rock Raiders team in this thrilling 3D Action Strategy game, and watch out for the dangerous Rock Monster!

Action

Available now

PlayStation

CD-ROM
LEGO® Friends have more fun!

LEGO FRIENDS
Join a group of friends, compose your own music, create dance routines, design a stage show and rehearse for the ultimate pop concert in the school hall!!

LEGOLAND

Be the Boss!

LEGOLAND
Create and run your very own LEGOLAND Park! Based on all the attractions of the real LEGOLAND Parks including the famous Minilands.

Available March 2000
LEGO CREATOR™
Build and play with an unlimited supply of 3D LEGO bricks and models in a virtual LEGO World.

LEGO CHIEF
Plan your moves and battle with friends in a really fun 3D Chess game.

LEGO LOCO
Construct a fun train set on your PC and send postcards to friends across the Internet.

Available now
THE MILLENNIUM HAS

**SLIZERS**

- LEGO TECHNIC Rock Slizer (8506)
- LEGO TECHNIC Energy Slizer (8507)
- LEGO TECHNIC Jungle Slizer (8505)
- LEGO TECHNIC City Slizer (8502)
- LEGO TECHNIC Judge Slizer (8504)
- LEGO TECHNIC Sub Slizer (8503)
- LEGO TECHNIC Fire Slizer (8500)
- LEGO TECHNIC Ice Slizer (8501)

www.LEGO.com/slizer

**ROBORIDERS**

Check out the new RoboRiders! Out in February they’re really hot property!
HIT THE SLIZER PLANET

New Year's eve a meteor hit the Slizer Planet...

The collision was so powerful that half the planet was blown to pieces. Out of the ashes three new Slizer mutants were born.

They started to attack the original Slizers in order to gain control of the planet. But the existing Slizers have survived - so far! No one until now has got a clear view of all the new Slizer mutants. However, one thing is clear the new Millennium Slizer and Buddies have arrived and battling for supremacy!

8523 LEGO TECHNIC Blaster Slizer

8521 LEGO TECHNIC Flare Slizer

8522 LEGO TECHNIC Spark Slizer

8520 LEGO TECHNIC Millennium Slizer

New products available from March
From 7 years

SPEED SLAMMERS

NEW 8238 Slammer Dragsters.
Get ready to race. Slam the two dragsters with the launchers and watch them jump the ramps and race for the winning line. 7+

NEW 8236 Bike Burner.
Constructing this trike is only half the fun. By using the launchers in either 8238 and 8237 you can see others off the road. 7+

NEW 8237 Slammer Racer.
Slam the cool F1 Racer with the launcher and jump the ramp with incredible speed. 8+

LEGO TECHNIC

www.LEGO.com/speedslammers
IT'S EASY TO START

8246 LEGO TECHNIC Swamp boat
From 7 years

8247 LEGO TECHNIC Turbo Buggy
From 7 years

8251 Motorbike with suspension. Also builds a cool chopper. 8+

NEW LEGO TECHNIC Guys.
7+

8300 LEGO TECHNIC vehicle with the new “Speedster”. Measure the speed, distance and top speed of your LEGO TECHNIC vehicle. A stopwatch function is also included and the “Speedster” can be mounted on most LEGO TECHNIC vehicles. From 7 years. New for August.

8735 Advanced Power Pack.
7+

8268 LEGO TECHNIC Competition Creature Challenge
Hit the target and watch the sea creatures jump! Can also be made into a helicopter. From 7 years.

8226 Desert Stormer.
For motorisation use 8735. 8+

8252 Police Buggy.
Built out of 4 swap bodies. Once constructed in one form you can swap the 4 bodies around to create different models in no time. For motorisation use 8735. 8+

8255 Fire Helicopter.
Built out of 5 swap bodies that can be put together in different ways to create new models. For motorisation use 8735. 8+

8253 Rescue Bike.
Built out of 4 swap bodies. For motorisation use 8735. 8+

CHANGE IN A CLICK
With the new LEGO® TECHNIC Starter Sets you can build models with lightening speed. Not only can you change one model to a new one. You can build the special push-pull elements from different models together and get something completely new out of it. So what are you waiting for? Start “clicking!”

8269 LEGO TECHNIC Competition Ultra Challenge
Build the two strikers and challenge a friend to a cyberduel. From 9 years.

New products available from January
NEW
8001 BATTLE DROID™
This Trade Federation soldier is ready for invasion as he draws his blaster. 9+
GET IN CONTROL OF THE NEW DROIDS™ FROM EPISODE 1

NEW 8002 DESTROYER DROID™
This Trade Federation rolling droid unfolds to reveal blasters as its arms! 9+

NEW 8000 PIT DROID™
Fold him up when you don't need him or hit the nose to open him up when your Podracer needs maintenance. 9+

See other Star Wars products on pages 40-41, 42 and 59.

Available from January
ULTIMATE DESIGN POWER

8444 Jet Wasp.
With super cool front shell, corrugated tubing and flexible axles. Rotors can be manually activated. Instructions for alternative helicopters. Jet Wasp can be motorised with set number 8735. Performance is unbelievable. 9+

8445 Racer.
With V6 engine which you can activate from the rear wheels. A crank element lets you steer the front wheels and when you press the activator button the top of the car comes up. Instructions for 2 other models and the racer can be motorised with set number 8735. Out of this world! 10+

8446 Monster Crane Truck.
With front wheel steering, a grab that can turn in all directions and a cabin that lifts up with the hydraulic system allowing a perfectly smooth operation when you press the activator button. Instructions for 3 models included and one of the alternative models can be motorised with set number 8735. 9+

8448 Super Car.
Be your own car designer! With this absolutely phenomenal set you have the power to design the car of your dreams! Once you have constructed the chassis you can build a cool convertible or an amazing ‘wing door’ model or change it into a sporty looking vehicle with a tip lid. There are 6 gears, perfect suspension on all wheels plus the hydraulic system and lots more. By adding the 8735 motor set you will see that the gears really do work! 10+

www.LEGO.com/supercar
LEGO TECHNIC CyberMaster

This CD-ROM takes you to TECHNIC City where your guide is Taxi Jim. He will show you the Coliseum, where robots do battle and Area 15 where Joe the Mechanic will help you construct your models.

With LEGO TECHNIC Cybermaster you control your models on the floor via your PC while you participate in a fun and challenging on-screen adventure in TECHNIC City.

The LEGO TECHNIC Cybermaster set contains a CD-ROM, a transmitter, a programmable LEGO Brick and touch sensors along with all the building elements you need in order to design your own robots.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS for 8450 and 8482: A Pentium 90 MHz PC, 16 MB RAM, Windows 95/98, 60 MB free hard disk space, 4 x CD-ROM drive, 1 MB graphic card, sound card (graphic card and sound cards must be direct X compatible) speakers and a free serial port.

LEGO TECHNIC Mission

If you are ready for more dangerous assignments, join the LEGO TECHNIC Mission. With this set you get a CD-ROM which includes a Flight Simulator and lots of building elements.

Jack the Maniac sends you on different missions in your super-plane. It has a winch and grab so people can be lowered to the ground for safety. Of course, no mission will go without a hitch - it is up to you to solve the problems.
LEGO MINDSTORMS
CREATE AND PROGRAM ROBOTS THAT DO WHAT YOU WANT

From 12 years

RCX MICROCOMPUTER

The behaviour of your robot is controlled by the RCX microcomputer, which you build into the robot. The RCX controls motors and reacts to input from sensors.

You program the RCX on your PC with an easy-to-use yet powerful programming language.

With the Robotics Invention System you can build and program thousands of different robots that move, act and think on their own.

THE SET INCLUDES:
- The RCX Microcomputer
- CD-ROM software
- 717 LEGO pieces including:
  - 2 motors
  - 2 touch sensors
  - 1 light sensor
  - Constructopedia™
  - 12 guided challenges
- Infrared transmitter

Get more information or download new challenges from the Internet:
www.legomindstorms.com
DROID DEVELOPER KIT
Bring your Star Wars universe to life.
From 9 years

9748
LEGO MINDSTORMS™
DROID™ DEVELOPER KIT

Now you can create droids and make them move, react to light and make sounds with the Micro Scout – an all new LEGO® microcomputer.

The Micro Scout microcomputer has a built-in motor and a light sensor. With the Micro Scout you can select from seven different behaviours to bring your droids to life.

The set includes over 650 LEGO pieces, the Micro Scout and a CD-ROM.

Develop Droids at Three Unique Levels

I. Jedi Apprentice Level
Begin your journey with step-by-step building instructions to create R2-D2 and the original L-3GO.

II. Jedi Knight Level
When you are ready to move on, use snap-together assemblies to create your own animated droids.

III. Jedi Master Level
Finally challenge yourself to create Episode I models or droids from your own imagination.

ENHANCE YOUR DROIDS
Extend your droid’s capabilities by using the RCX™ and other LEGO® elements from the Robotics Invention System™.
Look at these big elements for fast building. Great light and sound effects and a screwdriver for construction makes these new products great fun. One of the sets can even be programmed! Look out for these new and incredible products coming soon in 2000.

**Coming soon**

*From June 2000*

See how these vehicles can be turned into a number of different models very quickly!
On this page you can see some of our very popular gift items. Hurry to your local toy stockist for these products as they are only available for a limited period.

2048
My Little Lily Pond.
To stimulate those eyes, ears and little hands, this superb set includes a variety of toys including Toby Turtle that moves forward when water is poured over it, a lily that can float, and a 'spyhole' element that can be used for a game of hide and seek. All the elements can be stored in the container when bath time is over and the lid can even float to hold all those elements during bath time or water play. From 6 months.

2104
Willy Whale.
A friendly looking whale full of brightly coloured BABY stacking elements. From 6 months.

2436
LEGO DUPLO Big Chief Brown Bear's Camp.
Many stories can be told around the camp fire! A magnificent Indian Camp complete with tepees, canoe, decorated totem pole, Big Chief's family and decorated bricks. From 2 years.

2022
LEGO BABY Edward Elephant.
Edward is a large elephant big enough to sit and rock on, or when the rollers are used your child can use their leg power to move Edward up and down. Not only that, Edward's nose can be used for building and lots of brightly coloured BABY blocks are included in this set and kept inside Edward. A first class toy for a first class child. From 9 months.

2434
LEGO DUPLO Sheriff Jake.
Sheriff Jake is at the ready to protect the Wild West from bandits! You can deputise for Sheriff Jake with your very own Sheriff's badge. Role play has never been so much fun as with Sheriff Jake, Bandit Joe, prison and decorated 'wanted' and 'key' bricks. All stored in a Sheriff Jake Container. From 2 years.
6568 Dragster Raceway.
Get ready for that race. Engage the helicopter into action to view the race from the skies. Includes a good set of tools for those essential repairs. From 7 years.

6977 Arachno Base.
A sly spider! The base can split into two vessels, one with wheels and the other containing the special Insectoid unit which creates light and sound. Webb is the Commander of the Arachno Base which also acts as the group’s fuelling station. From 8 years.

More to offer in 2000

5978 The Secret of the Sphinx.
The creature is safe in the bowels of the Sphinx. However, the Adventurers are getting ever closer to the largest ruby the world has ever known, called the ReGou. This ruby is hidden in the Temple. The ruby used to belong to Pharaoh Hotep and his spirit will not rest until the ruby is returned to its tomb. Until this happens, strange events will occur and the mummy will wander restlessly, spreading terror in its wake. From 8 years.

5988 The Temple of Anubis.
The Adventurers search the area in their balloon. Any intruders into the temple are met by trapdoors, skeletons and other disasters. This set has all four pieces of the map which can be joined together to give the answer to the whereabouts of the red ruby. From 8 years.
**INSECTOIDS**

6969 Space Swarm.
With the new insectoid unit which gives of light and sound the front of the vessel can be detached from the rear to become a high speed space ship for those tricky manoeuvres. There are also 2 smaller vessels attached by magnets which have further magnetic elements to pick up the Volstone from the planet Armeron.

Zec, Captain of the Space Swarm, is the most experienced member of the team to pilot this craft. From 8 years.

8257 Jaw-Tong Slammers
From 9 years.

8067 Sonic Stinger
Complete with insectoid unit which provides of light and sound! Insector 2, the female member of the reconnaissance crew, controls this strong, powerful ship equipped for defending the Insectoid nation and for foraging the planet Armeron for the Volstone rock. This rock is created when lightning strikes the planet and is used by the crew to fuel their feet. From 7 years.

8266 Blue Flash Versus The Arachnophob
From 9 years.

**LEGO TECHNIC**

8462 Recovery Truck
From 11 years.

8428 Red Hot Machine with CD ROM
From 11 years.

+ CD-ROM
Where did the ball go?

You can control the direction and power of the LEGO® football players. Five of the best players have kicked the ball right through the pages in this brochure. But on which page does each of their balls end up? Take a look at the pictures in each hole and find the brochure page they belong to.

GREAT LEGO FOOTBALL COMPETITION
Answer the questions below and mail the coupon to LEGO Brochure Football Competition
LEGO UK Ltd, Capital Point, 33 Bath Road. Slough. SL1 3UF.
Closing date: - 30th June 2000

Name: ___________________ Guardian’s name: ___________________
Address: ___________________ Date of Birth: ___________________
Postcode: ___________________ ___________________
Email address: ___________________

Ball no. 1 ended up on page _______ Ball no. 3 ended up on page _______
Ball no. 2 ended up on page _______ Ball no. 4 ended up on page _______
Ball no. 5 ended up on page _______

Fantastic prizes to be won:
1st Prize - A Weekend trip to LEGOLAND Windsor for 2 adults and 2 children. Full details will be sent to the winner.
Runner up prizes:
14 prizes of set number 3409, 4 prizes of set number 8001, 3 prizes of set number 6098, 3 prizes of set number 6575 and 3 prizes of set number 8600.

Please tick if you do not wish to receive further information from the LEGO Company.
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